
“….ensures that English 
learners and striving 

 readers have the 
communicative competence 

to confidently utilize high-
leverage words in critical 

speaking and writing 
assignments.”

Dr. Kate Kinsella

Program Overview

Grades 6–12



Mastering High-Use Words 
for Academic Achievement
 • Prepare students to become agile communicators 
in the Common Core State Standards era

 • Expand understanding of new words with 
embedded grammar and syntax targets

 • Teach words in any order for cross curricular needs

Kate Kinsella, Ed.D., is a teacher educator at San Francisco State University and 
a highly-sought after speaker and consultant to school districts throughout the 
United States regarding development of academic language and literacy across the 
K–12 subject areas. Her 25-year teaching career focus has been equipping children 
from diverse backgrounds with the communication, reading and writing skills to be 
career and college ready. Dr. Kinsella remains active in K–12 classrooms by providing 

in-class coaching and by teaching an academic literacy class for adolescent English Learners. Her extensive 
publishing career includes articles, chapters, English Learners’ dictionaries, and reading intervention 
programs. A former Fulbright TESOL lecturer, Dr. Kinsella was co-editor of the CATESOL Journal from 
2000–2005 and served on the editorial board of the TESOL Journal from 1999–2003. Dr. Kinsella lives in 
California with her family, including two young adopted children, Jane Dzung from Vietnam and John 
Carlos from Guatemala. 

Built for success  
with the 

Common CorE 
StandardS

Meet the Program Author

Academic 
Vocabulary 
Toolkit



teach using dr. Kinsella’s distinctive 
vocabulary routine.

P h a S E  1

Introduce and  
teach a Word

P h a S E  2

Verbal Practice

 • Talk About It

P h a S E  3

Writing Practice

 • Collaborate  

 •  Your Turn

 • Be an Academic Author

 • Write an Academic 

Paragraph

Professional 
Development DVD 
includes models of 
each phase of the 
Instructional Routine

Sample Guided Lesson Script from the teacher’s Guide
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teacher Support



Engage students with scaffolded lessons for 
guided speaking and writing practice.

Introduce and teach 
each Toolkit Word in a 
meaningful order using 
word grouping lists

actively engage students 
with Verbal Practice using 
sentence frames that ensure 
competent academic 
interactions

access the academic 
Vocabulary toolkit to 
teach students key 
information:

 • clear definitions  
with synonyms  
and antonyms

 • relevant example 
sentences

 • illustrative images

 • word forms (nouns: 
singular and plural; 
verbs: simple present and 
simple past tenses)

 • word families

 • word partners (high-
frequency collocations)
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Student Support



Expand understanding 
with Writing Practice 
using collaborative and 
independent tasks that 
enable students to practice, 
apply, and discuss each 
Toolkit word in increasingly 
complex academic writing:

•  Collaborate: partners 
discuss and complete 
writing frames

•  Your Turn: students 
complete writing frames 
independently and discuss

•  Be an Academic Author: 
students generate 
sentences independently 
and discuss

•  Write an Academic 
Paragraph: students  
apply Toolkit word and 
relevant content in a 
rigorous paragraph frame 
and discuss

Provide Grammar tips  
and Grammar Pointers 
with “point-of-use” 
explanations and sample 
sentences that further 
illustrate and explain the 
grammar target in  
each lesson
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Expand understanding of new words  
with embedded grammar and syntax targets.
Grammar lessons address the needs of English language learners. 

 • Singular Nouns and the Simple Present Tense

 • Plural Forms of Nouns

 • Quantifiers

 • Simple Past Tense of Regular Verbs

 • Present Progressive Tense

 • Present Perfect Tense

 • Adverbs of Frequency

 • Modal Verbs

 • Adjectives 
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Grammar Support



Grammar tips and Pointers provide 
point-of-use explanations.
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Language 

 • Vocabulary acquisition 
and Use

 • Conventions of 
Standard English

 • Knowledge of Language

Listening and Speaking

 • Comprehension and 
Collaboration

 • Presentation of 
Knowledge and Ideas

Prepare students to become agile communicators 
in the Common Core State Standards era.

Common Core Connections
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Common Core Connection



Listening and Speaking

 • Comprehension and 
Collaboration

 • Presentation of 
Knowledge and Ideas

Language

 • Conventions of 
Standard English

 • Knowledge of Language

 • Vocabulary acquistion 
and Use
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Word Selection rationale  
for the academic Vocabulary toolkit

accurate

adequate

advantage

analysis

analyze

appropriate

argue

argument

assume

assumption

aware

beneficial

benefit

cause (noun)

cause (verb)

challenge

challenging

character

characteristic

compare

comparison

conclude

conclusion

consequence

consequently

consider

contrast

contribute

contribution

convince

convincing

define

demonstrate

demonstration

describe

description

develop

development

elaborate

emphasis

emphasize

essential

evidence

expert

expertise

explain

explanation

factor

identify

identity

impact

include

including

indicate

indication

introduce

introduction

issue

justify

locate

logical

maximum

minimum

objective

objectively

opinion

perspective

persuade

persuasion

precede

predict

prediction

previous

previously

prioritize

priority

produce

product

react

reaction

relevance

relevant

require

requirement

respond

response

review

revise

select

selection

significance

significant

similar

similarity

subjective

tradition

unique

valid

variety

vary

acquire

adapt

adjust

affect

alter

alternative

approximately

aspect

attain

bias

biased

capable

circumstance

claim

clarify

communicate

communication

compatible

complex

compromise

conflict

consume

controversial

cooperate

correspond

crisis

critical

crucial

current

deny

distinguish

diverse

diversity

element

eliminate

enable

exclude

expand

factual

feature

focus

function

fundamental

generalization

imply

infer

inference

influence

integrate

interpret

interpretation

investigate

maintain

modify

obtain

occur

opponent

oppose

opposition

option

organization

organize

participate

pattern

perceive

perception

permit

phase

potential

preparation

present

primary

principle

prior

process

promote

rational

regular

regulation

resolution

resolve

responsibility

role

sequence

series

solution

solve

statement

strategy

substitute

sufficient

summarize

summary

symbol

symbolize

transition

trend

value

version

viewpoint

B o o K  2  W o r D sB o o K  1  W o r D s

The 200 words included in the Academic Vocabulary Toolkit were carefully selected from  

the following sources to equip middle and high school English learners and striving readers  

for advanced reading, writing, and discussion across secondary content areas:

 • The Academic Word List (Averil Coxhead, 2000)

 • Common Core State Standards

 • Academic Literacy Tasks and Instructions

 • Content Standards

 • Assessments
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Word Selection rationale



Engaging, Effective resources

Student Books

 • Clear definitions and student-friendly examples provide access to new words

 • Word families, word partners, and images build deep word knowledge

 • Sentence frames promote collaborative communication

 • Scaffolded lessons promote academic writing across the curriculum 

 • Grammar lessons and tips pinpoint grammar targets for long-term English leaners

teacher’s Guides

 • Instructional routines

 • Guided lesson scripts

 • Flexible pacing options

 • Assessment routines

Professional development dVd

 • Model lessons featuring guided cues for successful implementation

 • Observe Academic Vocabulary Toolkit lessons taught by Dr. Kinsella and two 

secondary teachers

The Academic Vocabulary Toolkit is a supplemental vocabulary program 
that equips students with 200 high-use words for advanced reading, 
writing, and discussion across secondary content areas. The highly-
scaffolded, interactive lessons in this flexible program can be taught in 
a number of academic environments, including dedicated ESL/ELD or 
reading classes, language arts classes, and content area classes.

 

The Academic Vocabulary Toolkit Professional 
Development DVD includes:
• Model lessons featuring guided cues for successful implementation of 

the Academic Vocabulary Toolkit 
• Three real-life classrooms showcasing how the Academic Vocabulary 

Toolkit can be adapted for different learning environments, including 
a middle school language arts class, a middle school ESL/ELD class, and  
a high school social studies class

Academic Vocabulary Toolkit 1 & 2 
Professional Development DVD

Dr. Kate Kinsella
Mastering High-Use Words for  Academic Achievement

Academic Vocabulary Toolkit 1 & 2 
Professional Development DVD
Dr. Kate Kinsella
Mastering High-Use Words for Academic Achievement

© 2013 National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning.  
All rights reserved.  

Visit ngl.cengage.com 

MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Windows 2000, XP, Vista, Mac OS X (10.2, 10.3, 10.4,
and 10.5)
Flash Player 8.0 or higher, Adobe Acrobat Reader
The minimum resolution required to view program  
is1024x768

If the CD interface does not launch automatically 
when inserted in the CD-ROM drive, see the
Read Me file on the CD.

ISBN-13: 978-1-111-82790-8

ISBN-10: 1-111-82790-7

Academ
ic Vocabulary Toolkit 1 &

 2 Professional Developm
ent DVD      Dr. Kate Kinsella

Technical Support:
ngl.cengage.com/support

assessment Cd-rom 
with ExamView®

 • Customizable test-generating 

software

 • Formative and summative 

assessment

©
 2013 National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning.  ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

PC Instructions
1. Insert CD into drive

2. Double-click on “My Computer” icon or navigate to your CD-ROM drive
3.  Double-click on the “ExamView” icon

4.  Double-click on Manual.pdf”

MAC Instructions 
1.  Insert CD into drive

2.  Double-click on the “ExamView” icon
3.  Double-click on “Manual.pdf”

For Technical Support, contact:
800.423.0563 (in the U.S.)
859.525.2230 X5567 (International)
academic.cengage.com/support

Windows®/MacOS®

Academic  
Vocabulary 
Toolkit 1
Mastering High-Use Words  
for Academic Achievement

Dr. Kate Kinsella

Assessment CD-ROM 
with ExamView®

  ISBN 13: 978-1-133-31289-5

©
 2013 National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning.  ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

PC Instructions
1. Insert CD into drive

2. Double-click on “My Computer” icon or navigate to your CD-ROM drive
3.  Double-click on the “ExamView” icon

4.  Double-click on Manual.pdf”

MAC Instructions 
1.  Insert CD into drive

2.  Double-click on the “ExamView” icon
3.  Double-click on “Manual.pdf”

For Technical Support, contact:
800.423.0563 (in the U.S.)
859.525.2230 X5567 (International)
academic.cengage.com/support

Windows®/MacOS®

Academic  
Vocabulary 
Toolkit 2
Mastering High-Use Words  
for Academic Achievement

Dr. Kate Kinsella

Assessment CD-ROM 
with ExamView®

  ISBN 13: 978-1-133-31290-1
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For more information, visit us at  
NGL.Cengage.com/AcademicVocabularyToolkit


